
SHORT ESSAY FOR MY BEST FRIEND

We have provided here various paragraph and essay on my best friend (short and descriptive) under different words
limit for the students of classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, .

I met my first best friend, Isha, in my first year in kindergarten and my second best friend, Prianka in school.
He has a dream of becoming an excellent administrative officer. My best friend and I are different in a number
of ways. He lives in my neighbourhood, so we play together. His Father is a Doctor, and his Mother is a house
wife. He goes to school in time and regularly does his home-task. His Father is a Government Employee, and
his Mother is a teacher. My biological mother couldn 't ever behave like a responsible adult and most of the
time couldn 't afford to feed me and take care of me, so she would drop me off with my different family
members and I would bounce around from place to place, week to week; Because of this, I moved from
Medford, Oregon to Colby, Kansas. Masters Club February 28,  Meet Hannah, my best friend for almost four
years. Short Essay My Best Friend. He has the ability to spend on the web and send it to indicate. But Mary
abhors the hateful acts of other Trump supporters. A best friend is someone with whom we share all of the
most important and crucial things in our life. Humans also need help to survive. This was going to be our last
night together, Cesli and I. We both study in the same school and even sit on the same batch. She was so
excited and happy to see it. Few people stay for little time whereas a few more than little. His parents feed me
and talk with me.


